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We give a new combinator ia l  property of square factors in the infinite Thue-Morse  word M 2 : 
every nontrivial  factorizat ion M 2 WlW 2 implies that w I has a square suffix, or w 2 has a square 
prefix. The proof  is based on a coding which yields also a new demonstrat ion of the characteriza- 
t ion of square factors. Finally, we present results on the enumerat ion of factors: first explicit for- 
mulas,  then the asymptot ic  values as well as a recurrence formula are given. 
1. Introduction 
Let A:{ao ,  a 1 . . . . .  aq_l} be a finite set, called an alphabet. The free monoid 
generated by A, whose elements are called words, will be denoted by A*. The in- 
finite Thue-Morse  word Mq is defined by the limit 
Mq = lim ~0n(ao), 
H~oo 
where ~0 n is the nth iterate of  the morphism ~o : A*~A*  given by 
q~(ai) = aiai+l ... aq - lao . . ,  ai I. 
In the particular case where A = {a, b}, the sequence is 
(p(a) = ab; (p(b) = ba; 
(p2(a) = abba ; 
~03(a) = abbabaab; 
M2 = abbabaabbaababbabaababbaabbabaabb 
aababbaabbabaababbabaabbaababba . . . .  
The iterates of  the Thue-Morse  word M2 can be constructed recursively as follows 
[7]: 
Uo = ~o°(a) = a; Vo = q~°(b) = b; 
(1) 
U~=¢(a)=U,  1V~_1; V~=~on(b)=V~ IU,, I. 
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For any factor U of  M 2, define the complement /.J of  U as the word obtained from 
U by exchanging the a and b. Then the fol lowing relations hold: 
V,,=U,, and U,,=U,, 2Un 2Un 2Un 2. 
In the case of  a 3-letter a lphabet,  A = {0, 1,2}, we get 
~p(O) = 012; ~o(1) = 120; q~(2) = 201; 
~p2(0) = 012 120 201; 
(,o3(0) = 012 120 201 120 201 012 201 012 120; 
= 012 120201 120201 012201012 120 120201 012201 012 120012 . . . .  
Section 2 presents some appl icat ions of  the Thue-Morse  word, which can be 
found in the l iterature. In Section 3 we establish the fol lowing property  of  square 
factors: for every factor izat ion of  M2, M 2 = w I W 2 such that ]wll < m, the word w 1 
has a square suffix or w 2 has a square prefix. The proof  is based on a coding which 
also yields a character izat ion of square factors in the infinite Thue-Morse  word. 
Final ly,  Section 4 contains results on the enumerat ion of  factors. We give an explicit 
formula and we also derive a recurrence formula as well as a descr ipt ion of  the 
asymptot ic  behavior.  
2. Applications 
The Thue-Morse  word appears in the study of  square-free and cube-free words, 
and some of  its combinator ia l  propert ies can be found, for instance, in [6]. It has 
also been studied in different contexts by many authors,  as early as in 1851 by 
Prouhet  [13], then by Thue [15], Morse [7-9], and Arshon [3]. We mention some 
of  the problems in which the Thue-Morse  word plays a major  role. 
The Burnside problem (Hall  [5], Morse and Hedlund [10], Restivo and Reutenauer 
[14]). Let G be a finitely generated group of  exponent n (i.e. x" -  1 for all xeG) .  
The question is whether the group G is necessarily finite. The answer is positive for 
integers n 2, 3, 4, 6. However,  in the general case, Novikov and Adian [11] showed 
that for every suff iciently large odd n, there is an infinite finitely generated group 
of  exponent n. Adian [1], basing the construct ion on the Thue-Morse  word M~, 
improved the earlier result, by specifying 665 as a lower bound for n. 
In the case of  a finitely generated monoid of  finite exponent,  the answer to the 
same question is negative. Let A = {a, b, c} and A* U {0} be the monoid obtained by 
adjo in ing 0 to A*. An infinite square-free word T is constructed as follows. Define 
a morphism c~ : A * - ,  {a, b}* by setting 
~(a) = abb, ~(b) = ab, ~(c) a. 
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Since M2 is uniquely factorized with elements in {abb, ab, a}, the equation 6(T)= 
M 2 has a unique solution T where T is square-free [6]. Therefore, there exist in- 
finitely many square-free words in A* [10], and this implies, indeed, (as pointed out 
to Morse and Hedlund by R.P. Dilworth) that the quotient monoid of A* U {0} by 
all the relations xx=O is infinite [10]. 
The Tarry- Escott problem (Adler and Li [2]). This problem amounts to the follow- 
ing: given m>l  find r>m and disjoint sets of distinct integers {a I . . . . .  at} and 
{bl . . . . .  br} such that 
i=1  i 1 
holds for every k= 1 .. . . .  m. A solution is given by Prouhet [13]: choose ne  N and 
n ''+1 numbers in arithmetic progression. The partition is deduced from the 
Thue-Morse  word M n (defined over an n-letter alphabet). For instance, if n = 2 
and m = 2, then the partition is defined as follows: the subsets are indexed by the 
letters of M2 and the ith number in the arithmetic progression belongs to the subset 
indexed by the ith letter of M2: 
12345678 
01101001 
and therefore, 
1+4+6+7-2+3+5+8,  
12+42+62+72=22+32+52+82 . 
The existence of  recurrent, not periodic, geodesics on surfaces of  negative curvature 
(Morse [7, 8]). On these surfaces, decomposed into simplicial complexes, geodesics 
are approximated by homotopic edges of the underlying graph K. The Poincar6 
fundamental group associated with these surfaces is isomorphic with the free 
group on 1 -x (K)  generators (where)~(K) is the Euler characteristic, z (K )= 
# vert ices- # edges). It is shown that for a fixed vertex v0, every closed geodesic 
g is representable by a periodic word Wg of the free group. On a surface of negative 
curvature, every geodesic ), is limit of the set Z" of all closed geodesics. This is 
characterized by the fact that, for every factor u of wy, there exists a geodesic 
g ~Z', such that u is a factor of Wg. 
A geodesic y is recurrent if every factor u of wy of fixed length m is contained 
in every factor of length n, for a sufficiently large and fixed n. Every closed geodesic 
is then (uniformly) recurrent. Conversely, the word M2 is an example of a recurrent 
but not periodic word. 
Magic squares and cubes (Adler and Li [2]). A magic square of order T= 4 is obtain- 
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2 3 16 2 3 13 
8 ,5 11 10 8 
12 9 7 6 12 
14 15 4 14 15 1 
kig. I. Fig. 2. 
ed from the Thue-Morse  word M 2 over {0, 1 } as follows. First, the posit ions of  l ' s  
in the word ~a4(0) are written down 
0 11  01  001 1 00  1 01  1 0 
2 3 5 8 9 12 14 15 
Fol lowing the lexicographic order on lines, we insert the posit ions of  l ' s  in the 
4 x 4-square (Fig. 1). The empty boxes left are then filled in with the remaining posi- 
t ions, taken in reverse order (Fig. 2). Adler  and Li showed that this method can be 
extended to magic N-cubes (a magic square is a magic 2-cube). 
3. Structure of the Thue-Morse word 
In this section, we consider the Thue Morse word over the two letter a lphabet 
A = {a ,b} .  We shall frequently refer to a property,  proven by Thue [15], which 
states that M, has no over lapping factors, e.g. factors of  the form xuxux .  We con- 
struct a coding of  words in A* by counting the number of  consecutive letters of  A 
occurr ing in M~ as follows. Let weA* .  We can write the word w as 
w = ai lb i2 . . .a  ~ ~b '~ 
where i e , . . . , i  k I are positive integers and i j , i  a nonnegative integers. Clearly 
ij . . . . .  ia are uniquely determined. The coding is then a sequence of  integers tlj, . . . .  i / 
obta ined from ij . . . . .  ia by omitt ing a possible prefix and/or  suffix 0. 
In the case of  the Thue-Morse  word 
M,  abbabaabbaababbabaababbaabbabaab 
baababbaabbabaababbabaabbaababba . . . .  
the coding is constructed as follows: 
~(a): ~1 11; 
~2(a): c~,= 121; 
~o3(a): c~ 3 121121;  
M2: c~= 121122211211211222112221122211211211222 ....
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Remark that the same word codes both q~n(a) and ~pn(b), if we take the convention 
to start with the letter "a"  in the first case and the letter "b"  in the second. The 
next proposit ion lists some of  its properties. 
Proposit ion 3.1. Each o f  the fol lowing holds fo r  every natural number n : 
I t !  P 
(i) ao=l ;  an+l=anan i f  n is even, and an+l=a,7.2.un where c~ n=a,z.1 and 
t~,, 1. a,'~ i f  n is odd; 
(ii) a,, is square if  n is odd; 
(iii) c~ n is a palindrome; 
(iv) the code o f  every nonempty even length prefix o f  tp"(a) is obtained by cut- 
ting an between two consecutive l's, or by cutting it in the middle o f  a 2; 
(v) the code o f  every nonempty odd length (n > 1)prefix of  q~n(a) is obtained by 
cutting ct,, to the left or to the right o f  a 2. 
Proof .  Note that in the algorithm generating the Thue-Morse  sequence (1), V n 
starts with the letter b, while Un ends, alternatively, by the letter b if n is odd, and 
by the letter a if n is even. Thus for n even, we have ctn+~ =ethan, proving the first 
part of  (i). For n odd, the proof  is similar. The assertion (ii) follows clearly from 
(i). From the construction above, (iii) is evident. For (iv) and (v) it suffices to sum 
the symbols in an from left to right. [] 
This coding is used to establish the following property of  the Thue-Morse  word. 
Proposit ion 3.2. Let q~n(a) = w I w 2 be a factorization such that 0--/: I wl I -~ I W2] #: 0. 
Then, at least one o f  the fol lowing conditions is true: 
(i) w 1 has a square suffix, 
(ii) w 2 has a square prefix. 
Proof. First, suppose ]Wl] is odd. By Proposit ion 3.1(v), the word W 1 is obtained 
by cutting an to the left or to the right of a 2, so that at least one of the conditions 
(i) and (ii) must hold. Now, let ] Wl] be even. Since I wll ~ w21, then w I :~ U n 1, and 
the length of  wl can be written as 
Iwl] = k2 i, k> 1, 
where k is odd and, therefore, i maximal. Let ou=~o n '(a) where Iv I =k .  Then, 
w 1 = tpi(u) and w2=~oi(u). Since Iv I is odd, the proposition is true for v and u, and 
consequently for ~pi(o) and ~oi(u). Finally, since a= contains a factor 222, (i) and (ii) 
can hold simultaneously. [] 
Corol lary 3.2.1. Let M 2 = w lw2 be a factorization such that 0 < I wl[ < oo. Then, at 
least one o f  the fol lowing conditions is true: 
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(i) wj has a square suJ]'ix, 
(ii) w 2 has a square pref ix .  
The character izat ion of square factors in M2, obtained by Pansiot [12], can bc 
deduced from this coding. First, it is clear that [~0i(a)]e = ~o'(aa) and [q~i(b)] 2= ~oi(bb) 
are factors in M,;  consider then the factor coded in ~,, by 
f ' - I  1 2 1 1 2 1 1. 
It has (bah) 2 as prefix and (aba) 2 as suffix. It follows then thai [¢pi(aba)]2 and 
[¢oi(bab)] 2 are square factors in M, .  The proo f  is based on the fol lowing well- 
known synchronizing property  of  M2 (see [9] for instance): let Me=w~u,  0< 
i v~,ll <oo; if IvvlJ is odd,  then clearly w I is not the image under ~0 of  some factor of  
M2, and this is also true for u. This property can be easily deduced from Proposi-  
tion 3.1(v) as follows. If one cuts the coding to the left of  a 2, u has a square prefix, 
and cannot be obtained by applying ~o. If one cuts to the right of  a 2, then 2 is 
fol lowed either by an other 2 or 112, so that in the first case the previous argument 
applies, while in the second (112...) codes u - (x2xx . . . )  which clearly satisfies the 
property.  
Propos i l ion  3.3. Square fac tors  in M: are o f  the fo rm 
(i) [~o'(a)] 2 or [99i(b)12, or  
(ii) [~oi(aba)] e or [~oi(bab)] :,
and have /ength either 2 i ~ I or 3 • 2 i ~ 1 
Proof.  It only remains to show that all square factors are of  the specified forms. 
First, consider the case M: -w luu  , O<iwj  l<m,  such that IWl[ is odd. Now, let 
w 1 - t )2 ,  where xe  {a,b} and I;= q~(l)) for some prefix p. Suppose rui is even, and 
let u=u I ...ue,,. Then xu j ,  u_~u 3. . . . .  u>, 2//2, I i,U2Hltl ff{~o(a),~o(b)}. Therefore,  
t f l=x  and u2,,=2 so that M2=(u.~? .xB2.xB . rc .x . . . ) .  The last letter x is added in 
order to satisfy the synchronizing property.  Since M2 has no over lapping factors 
u]  can not be even. 
Now, let u zfl . . .  lt2n~ 1 - A similar argument shows that tq -x  and xu~, 1t2u3,  . . . ,  
l12nl12,,-I I, HI U2, U3 tt 4 . . . . .  lt2n l ltan • {q~(a), ~a(b)}. It follows that Ui:TE Ui t 1 fo r  every i, 
and, consequently,  u=(x2)"x .  If n_>2, then M~-ox .xxxxx . . .  would contain an 
over lapping factor. Hence, n_< 1 and tt is either x2x or x for x•  {a,b}.  
The proof  is then concluded as in the proof  of  Proposi t ion 3.2. [ i 
Combin ing this result with the previous coding of  M 2 we make explicit the cases 
where a factorizat ion of  M: -  w~w 2 yields the fact that, s imultaneously,  wj has a 
square suffix and w, has a square prefix. 
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Proposition 3.4. Let M 2 = w1w 2 be a factorizat ion such that I w l l=  k2  i, where k is 
odd. The fo l lowing conditions are equivalent: 
(i) w 1 has a square suf f ix  and w 2 has a square pref ix;  
(ii) k cuts am in one o f  the fo l lowing ways: 
(1) between two consecutive 2's, 
(2) (...112)(11211...) or (...11211)(211...), 
(3) to the left or to the right o fF= 11211211. 
Proof. We just show the result for I w, L odd, so that i = 0, and then the proof  can 
be concluded as in Proposit ion 3.2. Consider the coding 
aoo= 121122211211211222122211222112112112221121. . .  
An immediate consequence of Proposit ion 3.1(i) is that a~ contains blocks of  two 
l 's  only (excepted the first one). Therefore, the factor F (underlined) lies always be- 
tween two symbols 2. Hence (ii)(3) implies (i). The sequence 11211 codes the squares 
(aba) 2 or (bab)2; so (ii)(2) implies (i). Finally, (i i)(1)~ (i) is clear. 
Conversely, suppose that condition (i) holds. Since I wll is odd, w I = vuu where 
Iv I is odd. Therefore, v is not the image under ~0 of some factor of  M 2, and this 
is also true for u. Remark that the same arguments apply to w~ tt, where tt is the 
prefix of  w 2. Hence, by Proposit ion 3.3, the words u and t are of  the form x or 
xxx  with x~ {a, b}. It suffices now to examine all possible combinations for u and 
t. Let us work out just one case (the other cases are quite similar), when u =x  and 
t = ~xX: 
WIW 2 = OXX.XXX XXR. . .  
is coded by (...2)(11211...); the last number 1 is added since there cannot be a 
single 1 in the sequence. 
4. Enumeration of factors in M 2 
Let P(m) and P, (m)  be the number of factors of  length m in M2 and ~0"(a) 
respectively. They are obviously related by 
P(m) = lira P,(m).  
?l ~ oo 
Proposition 4.1. The word U, = ~o"(a) contains one and only one occurrence o f  
every factor  w o f  length 2"-  2 + 1. 
Proof .  We proceed by contradiction. Let B l and B 2 be two occurrences of the 
same factor. We have four possible cases as shown in Fig. 3. Since the Thue-Morse  
word has no overlapping factor, we exclude the first case. B~ and B 2 are  not adja- 
cent, because square factors have length either 2 i÷l or 3 - 2 i+1 (Proposit ion 3.3). We 
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1.u  n , I , 2 .  , I , U n 
3.  G , I , 4 .  , I , U n 
I'ig. 3. 
reject, therefore, the second case. Figure 4 shows how to construct an overlapping 
factor in the third case. Finally, fix the position of B 2. Figure 5 summarizes the 
different situations arising in the last case. According to the relative positions of 
blocks B I and B2, we construct an overlapping factor: 
caseA:  w~vwcvw i f0<]wj<2,~ 4, 
caseB: xandx  i f lw]>2"  4, J.x-]>iz I, 
case C: 2 and :~ if ]w]>2" 4, ]X ]<IZ  I . 
The case in which [w I -0  is rejected since it implies that Bj would be equal to its 
complement, and consequently to the empty word. A dual argument holds if the 
position of the block BI is fixed. El 
Corollary 4.1.1. The word U,=~0"(a) has one and only one occurrence o f  every 
facto/" w such that Iwl >_2" 2+ 1. 
3.u. Un-2 I Un-2 I Un-2 I Un-2 
x I 
~" R1 x I 
Fig.4. 
4. G 
m 
Un-2 Un-2 
I 
B 1 
I Y 
Fig.5. 
Un_ 2 Un- 2 
I 
z I t 
B 2 
w I 
x 
x 
case A 
case B 
case C 
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Corollary 4.1.2. For every m with 2”p2+ 1 ~m<2”, the number of factors of 
length m in U,, = #‘(a) is P,(m) = 2” -m + 1. 
Now, we recall from [9] a useful property which states that every factor of length 
n is contained in every factor of length R(n), the so-called nth recurrency index. 
Lemma ([9, Theorem 8.21). For n = 2’+p where p = 2,3, . . . ,2’+ 1, the recurrency 
index R(n) is given by 
R(n) = 10.2’+p-1. 
We need at this point some definitions and notations which will be used in the 
sequel. Let ly : { 2,4} * -+ { 2,4} * be the morphism defined by 
v/(4) = 44; w(2) = 22. 
A sequence /3,, is constructed recursively as follows: 
PO = 22242; 
P, =P,-1cv(P,-I(n+3)). 
We define the infinite word j3 as the limit of the sequence p,: 
j3 = Jima & = 22242 44 22 4444 2222 44444444 22222222 , . . (2) 
Proposition 4.2. P,,(m) is given by the formulas 
P,(m) = “’ 
i 
Z, P(i) if 15m52”-‘+1. 
Proof. By Corollary 4.1.2, we know explicitly P,(m) for m 1 2”m2 + 1 and for every 
n. Moreover, from the lemma above, if n z 3, then all factors of length 2”-2 + 1 are 
counted in U,=@(a). Then it suffices to construct P,+l(m) by induction from 
P,(m), nr3, for all m such that 2”-2+2z%m~2”-1. 
From Corollary 4.1.2 we deduce the recurrence relation 
Then, all factors of length 2”-2+2 in Un+t =~~+‘(a), which are not factors in 
U,,, must overlap the factors Vn_zUn-zV~-2, Un_2Vn-2Un_2, V,_2U,_2U,_2, 
U, _ 2 r/, 2 V, z and U, 2 r/, 2. They are five, unique, and have the following ex- 
pressions: 
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A1 = xUn 2b; A2 = xl/, z 2a; A3 = xU,_ 2a; 
Aa=.~;U , 2b; As=X'<,  2b, xE{a,b}.  
The last factor A 5 must overlap the factor U,, 3 V,,, 2V,, 3 since U,, 2U,, 2 -  
U,,, 3V,/ 3Un_3]/51/ 3 and V,, 2V,~ 2=V,, 3Un 3<, 3Un 3 are respectively factors 
in V,, and U,,. Their relative positions are shown in Fig. 6. Observe that for 
0_</ ,*<2"-3-1 and every i, one can construct k+l  distinct factors of length 
iAil +k=(2 , , -2+2)+k<2, ,  2+2+2, , -  3 1 =3.2"  3+ I. Therefore we have 
P,, ~ 1(2" 2+2+k)  
=P,,(2" 2+2+k)+5(k+l)=/: ' , ,{2" +l)_ (k+l )+5(k+l )  
=P,,(2" 2+l )+4(k+l ) -P , ,~ l (2"  2+1)+4(k+1)  
= P,, ÷ 1(2" 2+I+k)+4.  
When 2" 3_<k_<2.2" 3 1, two factors are lost for each k, because two factors 
can be constructed from two distinct A i (they are indicated by the arrows on 
Fig. 6). Consequently, we have the relations 
P,,.x(2" 2+2+k)=P, ,~l (2"  2+1+k)+4,  0<k<2"  3 - I ,  
P ,~l(2" 2+2+k) -P , ,~ j (2"  2+1+k)+2,  2" 3_<k_<2.2"  3 -1 .  
The sequence obtained from fl by discarding its prefix of length three consists of 
a sequence of blocks containing 2" 3 numbers 4 and as much numbers 2, that is 
424422444422224444444422222222 .... 
Finally, it remains to compute p~(m) for m = 1,2. We get the size of the alphabet 
for m = 1, and for m = 2, it suffices to count the factors in ~03(a)= abbabaab. These 
values are precisely &( l )=2,  p~(2)--4, and this completes the computat ion of the 
sequence ft. IT 
From the definition of P(rn) we deduce immediately the next result. 
Vn. 2 Un-2 Vn-2 Un-2 Un-2 Vn.2 
..~Vn-3 Un'3 I Un-3 Vn-3 [ Vn'3 Un-3 [ Un-3 Vn-3 J Un-3 Vn'3 I Vn-3 Un'3 I Un+ 1 
A 1 
A 2 
a3 I I 
I I ^4 I I 
I I As I I 
( ) 
( ) 
Fig. 6. 
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Corol lary 4.2.1. The function P(m) is given by 
P(m) = ~ fl(i). 
i=1 
Table 1 lists the values of Pn(m) for small values of n and m. 
The next lemma establishes a useful property of the sequence ft. 
Lemma.  For every integer rn>_ 3, and x~ {2,4}, the following equivalences hold: 
f l (m+l )=x ¢* f l (2m)=x ¢, f l (2m+l )=x.  
Proof .  Since the length of fin is 2n + 5, it is easy to see that 
~,(fl,_ l(n + 3)) -- fln(2n + 4) fln(2n + 5). (3) 
But fl,, l(n + 3) =fln(n +3), so put m = n +2 in (3), f rom which the claim ~(fl(m +1)) = 
fl(2m) fl(2m + 1) clearly follows. [] 
Proposit ion 4.3. The function P(m) satisfies, for  m >_ 2, the recurrence relations 
(i) P(2m + 1) = 2P(m + 1), 
(ii) P(2m) = P(m) + P(m + 1). 
Proof .  We establish (i) by induction. Suppose the relation P(2m + 1)=2P(m + 1) 
holds. Then, 
P(2m + 3) = P(2m + 1) + 2x 
= 2P(m + 1) + 2x 
= 2(P(m + 1) + x) 
= 2P(m + 2). (Corol lary 4.2.1) 
(Lemma) 
(induction hypothesis) 
Table  1. Pn(m) = number  of  factors of  length m in ~on(a) 
Length  m 
n 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 
1 2 1 
2 232 1 
3 246  5 4 3 2 1 
4 2 4 6 10 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 
5 2 4 6 10 12 16 20 22 24 23 22 21 20 19 18 17 16 
6 2 4 6 10 12 16 20 22 24 28 32 36 40 42 44 46 48 
15 14 13 ... 
47 46 45 ... 
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To show (ii), we shall use (i): 
P (2m)+x ~- P(2m + 1) = 2P(m + 1) = P(m + 1) + P (m + 1) 
P(2m) = P(m + 1) + {P(m + 1) x} 
=P(m+l )+{P(m+l ) - f l (m+l )}  (Lemma) 
= P(m+ 1) + P(m) . . . . .  
Now a closed formula for P(m) is given. 
Proposil ion 4.4. For  m >_ 3, the funct ion  P(m) is given by 
t 6 -2 '  *+4p, 0<p_<2"  i, 
P(m) = 2' I 2r  1 , 8. +2p,  <p_< 2, 
where r and p are uniquely determined by the equation 
m- 2 '+p+l ,  0 < p-< 2". 
Proof. Let m=2'+1=2'  J+2" 1+1.  The sequence fl(3)fl(4)...f l(m), contains 
consecutive blocks, having an equal number of  4's and 2's, of  length p = 2 i 1, for 
i = 2, 3 . . . . .  r. It follows that 
P (m)=6+ ~ (4+2)2 i 2=6+6(2"  t -1 )=6.2"  J. 
i :2  
For m=2"+p+l ,  consider the next block of  fl, which contains 2" 1 numbers 4 
followed by 2" i numbers 2. Then 
P (m) -6 .U  1+4p, 0<p_<2'  1, 
and 
P(m) -6 .2"  ~+4-2 '  1+2(p_2 ,  J), 2' r <p_<2,.  
= 8.2" J+2p. ~ 
For a given r and m such that 2"+1<m_<3.2  r ~+l,  the smallest and largest 
values of  P(m) are 
3.2  ~ -< P(m) -< 10.2" 1 
Hence, for every m such that 2"+ 1 _<,7_<3 - 2" J + 1, the function P(m) satisfies the 
inequality 
3(m - 1) _< P(m)  _< ~ (m - 1). 
We have, therefore, two linear lower and upper bounds, whose slopes are 
3 .2  r~ J - 3.2" 10 .2" -  10.2" 1 10 
= 3 and 
2"+~ + 1 - (2r+ 1) 3 .2"+ 1 - (3 .2"  ~+1) 3 
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Now, observe that for the values of m such that 3.2’-’ + 1~ m s 2”’ + 1, the slope 
of P(m) is 2 and, consequently, the upper bound is still valid. 
We have thus proved the following proposition on the asymptotic behavior of the 
function P(m). 
Proposition 4.5. The function P(m) satisfies 
h- 
P(m) _ 3 lim Pb7) 10 -=- 
,17’oclm-1 ’ m-m m-1 3 
nnd the bolrniis are respectively afrained for sequences of values 0.f m given by 
m=2’+1 and r~z=3.2’~‘+1. 
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